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2022 Donors

Ann and John Costello
Jeannie and Walton Cottrell
Caroline and Gerry Cox
Christine and Jeffery Cox
Hazel Cramer
Priscilla Crispell
Mary-Lynn Cummings
Mary Ellen Cummings
Kerry Curran and Christopher Pollock
Jean and W. Bruce Currie
Jessica Custer-Bindel
Susan Dale-Hall and Lloyd Hall
Elizabeth and Robert H Dalrymple
Marya Dalrymple
Leslie Danks Burke
Richard and Marlaine Darfler
David Delchamps
Dermatology Associates of Ithaca
Stamie and Aris Despo
Barbara DeWall
Roy and Frances Dexheimer
Richard Di Donato
David Dier
Robert Dietz Jr.
Jerry and Margaret Dietz
Mary Pat Dolan
Kathleen Donovan
Mary Douglas
Clover Drinkwater
Eileen Driscoll
John Driscoll
Dryden Mutual Insurance Company
Robin and Edward Dubovi
David and Peggy Dunlop
Geoffrey Dunn
Linda Duttweiler
Douglas Dylla
Lisa Earle
Randy and Ronald Ehrenberg
Sasha Endo
Martin and Shirley Engel
Eugene Erickson
Estate of Bernard Rosen
Estate of John Dix Wayman
Madeline and Matt Estill
Express Employment Professionals
Margaret Fabrizio
Martha Ferger
George Ferrari and Daniel Hirtler
Financial Designs Wealth Strategies
Fingerlakes Wealth Management, Inc
First Baptist Church in Ithaca
First National Bank of Groton
First Presbyterian Church of Ulysses
Flair Strategic Communications LLC
Dale and Gayle Flinn
Bryan Flynn
Stephen and Carla Fontana
Foodnet Meals on Wheels
Katie Forker
Foundation For Jewish Philanthropies
Paul Fragala
Robert Frank and Ellen McCollister
Alan Frankle
Jennifer Gabriel and Scott Brown
Linda Gasser and Leonard Nissenson
Mary Beth Gehring-Smith
Mariette Geldenhuys
William Ghiorse
Juliet Gibbs
William Gilligan
Karen and Thomas Gilovich
Carl Ginet and Sally McConnell-Ginet
Lynn Gitlow and Dennis Martin
Stephen Gobel
Aaron and Amy Godert
Robert Goldberg
Carla Golden
Neil Golder
William Goldsmith and Bicky Townsend
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2022 Donors

Loretta and Philip Goss
Mary and Bradley Grainger
Lesley Greene
Sally and David Grubb

H
Catherine and Richard Hackett
Sharon Haefele
Peggy Haine
David and Tove Hammer
Margaret Hansel
Janet Hansel and Greg Foster
Maureen Hanson
Ian Harrop and Lynette Estep
Charles and Nancy Hart
Carl and Susan Haynes
Sadie Hays
Jo-Ellen Hedlund
Don Hinman
Harold Hodes
Daniel Hoffman
Linda and Michael Hoffmann
Rachel Hogancamp
Peter and Eeky Hohendahl
Susan Holland
Anna Holmberg
Leah Horwitz
Hotel Ithaca
Barbara Hulbert
Sami Husseini and Catherine Husa-Husseini
Elsa Hyde
Judith Hyman and Jeff Claus

I
Illume Projects, LLC
Insero & Co. CPAs
Iron Design, Inc
Ithaca Neighborhood Housing Services
James and Barbara Ivers

J
Patti Jacobson
Joanne James
Georg and Lucia Jander
Susan and John Jaquette

James Rothenberg and Marianna Wolfner
Johnson School Community Impact Club
Sarah Johnson
Joseph and Margaret Thomas Family Charitable Fund

K
Sherry Kadlec and Hamilton Allport
Peter Kahn and Catherine Wagner
Michael and Debbie Kamarck
Carol Kammen
Mary Kane
Jane Kaplan
Ruth Katz
Bob and Janet Keefe
Bill Kellner and Camille Tischler
Kendal Corporation
Irene Kiely
Yohko Kirsch Tsuji
Carol and William Klepack
Elizabeth Klohmann
Fran and Dexter Kozen
Jennifer Kozlowski and Eric Giese
Noemi Kraut
Amy Kremenek
Frank Kruppa

L
Patricia and Jeffrey Lallas
Hilary Lambert
David and Joanne Lamoureux
Larkin Insurance
Tim and Susan Larkin
Laura Larson
Lauren and Itai Dinour Family Giving Fund
R.J. Lavine
Claudia Lazzaro
Nancy Lee Leeming
Ann and John Lemley
Lynn Bradley Leopold
G Peter Lepage and Deborah O'Connor
Iva Lesky and Todd Olson
Joyce Leslie and Thomas Butler
Lesser Giving Fund
Levene Gouldin & Thompson, LLP
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Amy LeViere
Philip and Catherine Lewis
Loralyn Light
Jessica Lind
Linda Williams and Lynn Wiles Charitable Fund
Michael Lippitt
John Lis
Ron Liso
John and Amy Little
Peter and Enid Littman
Beverly and Roger Livesay
Jennifer Livesay
Lisa and Thomas LiVigne
Ronald Lloyd
Joan Loehr
Kara and Ryan Lombardi
Harriet London
Pat Longoria and Mason Peck
Perri and Michael LoPinto
June and Frank Losurdo
Christopher Lows and Sarah Marcham
Gail and Nathan Lyman
Gwyneth Lymberis
Marcia Lynch
Lisa Lyons

M
Jane and Scott MacDonald
Linda and Karl Madeo
Emily Mallar
Carol Mallison
Ralph and Patricia MalVik
Laurie Mante
Randy and Terry Marcus
Paul and Angela Martin Jr.
David J. Martin
Suzanne Massa
Nancy and Peter Massicci
Robin and Robert Masson
Maurice and Myril Filler Memorial Fund
Rosanne Mayer and John Siliciano
Millicent and Willoughby Maynard
James Mazza and Nancy Osborn

Dr Josephine McAllister
Keith McCafferty and Eileen O'Connor
Peter and Dorothy McClelland
Norbert and Anne McCloskey
Peter McCracken and Jennifer Germann
Amy McCune
Edward and Anne McLaughlin
Elizabeth and James McMahon
Philip McMichael and Karen Schachere
Jean and Daniel McPheeters
Philip and Mary Lu McPherson
Carolyn McPherson
Nelson and Kathrine Mead
Alexei Messing
Gene Messner
Joseph and Emily Metz Jr.
Miller Mayer, LLP
Christopher and Elizabeth Miller
Nina Miller
Jennifer Minner
Theresa and Ronald Minor
Risa Mish
Robert Molesky
Alice Moore and Robert Smith
Geoffrey Moore
Susanne Morgan
Helen Morse
Janet Mt. Pleasant
Vincent Mulcahy and Cindy Livermore
Liam Murphy and Susan Hess
Susan Murphy and Hal Craft

N
Sherrie Negrea
Anil Nerode
New Horizon Financial Strategies
Sean and Claire Nicholson
Tina and James Nilsen-Hodges
Lucinda Noble
Mudit and Priti Nopany
Mary Norton
Jerome and Barbara Nosanchuk

O
2022 Donors

Edward Odonoghue
Joseph O'Leary
Mary and William Opperman

P
Gregory Page and Barbara Rauschenbach
Tony Pane
Park Foundation
Linda Pasto
PayPal Giving Fund
Elizabeth Peck
Taylor Peck and Gretchen Herrmann
Alan Pedersen and Nancy Pederson
Catherine Penner
Sue Perlglut
Paula Peter and Mike Ward
Sarah Phillips
Pledgeling Foundation
Martha Pollack and Kenneth Gottschlich
Nancy Potter and George Gull
Ron Provus

R
Andrew and Nancy Ramage
Randy and Terry Marcus
Michael Redlin
Carrie and Joe Regenstein
Kathleen Reidy and Robert Meek
Gary Reinbolt
Sandy Repp
Minna and Sidney Resnick
Sanford and Joan Reuning
Ann Rider
Robert C. and Laura C. Andolina Fund
Martha and Steven Robertson
Eric and Margaret Robinson
Susan Robinson and Martha Fisher
Debra Roe
Vanya and Rachel Rohwer
Ward Romer
Madeline Rosas
Alan Rose
Rotary Club of Ithaca

Monika Roth
Judith Rothenberg
Kimberly Rothman and Jennifer Alford
RSF Social Finance
Roberta and David Rubin
Elliot and P.A. Rubinstein
Kristen Rupert and John Foote Jr.
Jessica and Joseph Ryan

S
Marlene Sack and Judy Kennison
Basil Safi
Dolores and Dolores Saltzman
Michelle Sanders-Jauquet and Mark Jauquet
Judith Saul and Regi Teasley
Helen Saunders
Ritch Savin-Williams and Ken Cohen
Carol Scheele
Elizabeth Schermerhorn
Bruno Schickel and Amy Dickinson
Ted Schiele
Ray and Kathy Schlather
Jessica Schlather and Stephen Greason
Lenore Schwager
Daniel Schwarz and Marcia Jacobson
Sciarabba Walker & Company, LLP
Lucia Sciore
Security Mutual Insurance
Amy Seto
Diane and Richard Shafer
Karen and Michael Shuler
Myra Shulman and James Gunnar
Ann Shumate
Marjorie Smart and Robert Camp
Alice Moore and Robert Smith
Paul Soper
Peyi Soyinka-Airewele
Francine Spadafora-Manzella
David and Rebecca Sparrow
Nancy Spero and Robert Sullivan
Duane and Mary Spilde
Robert and Lila Sprole
Sheila Squier
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David Squires and Rachel Lampert  
Thomas and Christian St. Clair  
Roy and Lucy Staley  
Patricia and Paul Stefek  
Sheila Stone and Charlie Strohman  
Sandra Stuckman  
Angela Sullivan and Daniel Kopcow  
John and Natasha Suter  
Lynn Swain  
Robert and Pamela Swieringa  
Thomas and Marian Szebenyi  
Beatrice Szekely  

T  
Susan Tabrizi and Dave Helmer  
Marybeth Tarzian and Rob Gearhart  
Arthur Tauck III and Frances Littin  
Jennifer Tavares  
Marie Terlizzi and Robert Dobbs  
The Cat’s Pajamas Inc.  
The Culler-Chase Donation Fund  
The Sheila Danko and David J. Kuckuk Fund  
The Stephen and Linda Pope Fund  
The Strebel Planning Group  
Natasha and Keith Thompson  
Doris Thurber  
Tioga Buffalo Building Company, LLC  
Tompkins Community Bank  
TC3 Foundation  
Kathleen Torello  
Hwa and Bung-Fung Torng  
Gregg and Susan Travis  
Triad Foundation, Inc.  
Cecile Trop  
True Insurance  
Sandy and Jay True Jr.  
Jeffrey True and Susan Schattschneider  
Joanne Trutko and Christopher Carey  
TSB Foundation  
Lowell and Kate Turner  
Kathleen Tyler  
Lucia and David Tyler  

Amanda Ufford  
United Way of Tompkins County  

V  
Francis Vanek and Catherine Johnson  
Visions Federal Credit Union  

W  
Kellen and Brooke Wadach  
Louis Walcer and Roberta Bandel Walcer  
Jumoke Warritay  
Irene Weiser  
Well Said Media  
Jens Wennberg and Nancy Miller  
Andrea and Winthrop Wetherbee  
Ardeen White  
Reginald White  
David Wickstrom  
Brian and Christine Wilbur  
Kate Williams  
Wilmington Trust/Howland Trustees  
Alicia and Mark Wittink  
Women’s Opportunity Center  
Martha Wright and Arthur Kuckes  

Y  
Amy and Stephen Yale-Loehr  
Cora Yao  
Eugene and Jeanne Yarussi  

Z  
Nancy Zahler and Judy Berringer  
Joel and Cathy Zumoff  
Gail Zussman and John Dobbins
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Gifts made in MEMORY of:

In memory of David M. Abrahamson
Robin and Robert Masson

In memory of Liz Colucci
Beverly Baker

In memory of Veronica Hazy Danko
Sheila Danko and David Kuckuk

In memory of Eric Lawrence Ehrenberg
Randy and Ronald Ehrenberg

In memory of Stephen Engleman
Eileen Driscoll

In memory of Alan Forker
Katie Forker

In memory of Anne Ghiorse
William Ghiorse

In memory of Sylvie Ginenthal
Jessica Lind

In memory of Henry Granison
Marybeth Tarzian and Rob Gearhart

In memory of David Grebow
Randy and Ronald Ehrenberg

In memory of Peter Hoover
Peggy Haine

In memory of David Kerness
Kathleen Donovan
Paul Fragala
Alan Frankle
Carol Kammen

Kendal Corporation

Harriet London
Laurie Mante
Gene Messner
Susan Murphy and Hal Craft
Alan Pedersen and Nancy Pederson
Martha and Steven Robertson
Duane and Mary Spilde
David Squires and Rachel Lampert
Roy and Lucy Staley

In memory of Hane Wiley Kuckuk
Sheila Danko and David Kuckuk

In memory of Marion Cameron Kuckuk
Sheila Danko and David Kuckuk

In memory of Ann Mathews
Beverly Baker
Ann Shumate
Sandra Stuckman
Ardeen White

In memory of Sue McCord
Beverly Baker

In memory of William Molesky
Beverly Baker

In memory of Pat Moran
Julia C. Gorman

In memory of Roger Paolangeli
Beverly Baker

In memory of Rebecca Ryan
Jessica and Joseph Ryan

In memory of Erin Aljoe Schlather
Michelle Britt-Thompson
Roseann Brown
Katheleen Reidy and Robert Meek
Ray and Kathy Schlather
Jessica Schlather and Stephen Greason
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In memory of Ursula Schlough
Suzanne and Juan Brache

In memory of John Semmler
Caroline and Gerry Cox
Amy LeViere
Louis Walcer and Roberta Bandel Walcer

In memory of Dennis Seyer
Beverly Baker

In memory of Carolyn Baird Stupin
Barbara Baird and David Holowka

In memory of Dylan Vance
Elizabeth Klohmann

In memory of Pete D. Wadach
Robert Dietz

In memory of Pete D. Wadach
Kate Williams

In memory of Janette Mount Wiley
Sheila Danko and David Kuckuk

In memory of David Wilton
Beverly Baker

In memory of Rev. William Woodhall
Beverly Baker

Gifts made in HONOR of:

In honor of Beverly Baker
Julia C. Gorman

In honor of Christine Barksdale
Samantha Castillo-Davis

In honor of Linda Brisson
Mary Berens and Paul Feeny

In honor of Linda Bruckner
Sciarabba Walker & Company, LLP

In honor of Shirley Chantler
Beverly Baker

In honor of Community Foundation Staff
George Ferrari and Daniel Hirtle

In honor of Janice Conrad
Hwa and Bung-Fung Torng

In honor of Caroline and Gerry Cox
Elissa Cogan and Barry Chester

In honor of Carole Dennis
Sarah Phillips

In honor of George Ferrari
Amy Seto

In honor of Maria Cristina Garcia
Sherman Cochran

In honor of Margaret Ketly
Millicent and Willoughby Maynard

In honor of Fred Laub
Beverly Baker

In honor of Ann Martin
Anonymous

In honor of Jim Rothenberg
Nina Miller

In honor of Ray Schlather
Paul Soper

In honor of Lynnette Scofield
Mary and Bradley Grainger
Bob and Janet Keefe
Helen Saunders
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In honor of Olayide Soyinka
Peyi Soyinka-Airewele

In honor of Ukraine Project
Angela Sullivan and Daniel Kopcow

In honor of Dr. Marguerite Uphoff
Helen Saunders
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